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Fun at the annual CABIA Holiday party, where
we met up with former Faith Resident Josh
Swartz (second from left).

Today’s issue, interestingly, is Connor’s
both a serious and comparative
look at the similarities between the challenges of golf and life. To begin with, both include many obstacles requiring multiple decisions to overcome. Although you have supportive and negative components in both, wait a minute: you, your frame of mind, and your overall
attitude effect how they both will be approached.
You, and yes, God, are the only things to credit
for a good or bad performance. I highly suggest
you remain positively thankful to our Lord in both
golf and life. A real common question facing
golfers is “should I concern myself with and focus
on accuracy or distance?” This relates to life’s
question: “Do I concentrate on my kindness or
my profit?” Although there are advantages to
each situation, my friends, for the best results,
always spend time in golf lowering your score
with accuracy, and in life, remain positive in
God’s eyes by “doing unto others as you would
have done unto you.” In other words, a loving,
kind attitude will benefit you most. Isn’t it interesting—in golf and life, both.
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This Week’s Activities:
It’s a quiet week as we process the end of one
year and look ahead to the new year!
Saturday, Dec. 31: New Year’s Eve Party at
Hope House! Susan is planning lots of fun and
great food. Take a nap if you have to, but you
won’t want to miss this!
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CHRISTMAS FUN: decorating the tree, opening
presents, enjoying a delicious meal with friends.
We have much to be
thankful for at Hosanna!
And we’re looking forward
to a wonderful new year!
Here’s to 2017!!

